
 
 

 
May 25, 2021  
Corn 
Some in trade wanting to point towards China cancellations and China talk of reigning in 
commodity prices as today’s catalyst for corn closing down .37 at 6.2025 for July futures. 
We feel it is probably more about seasonals and 90% of the corn crop in the ground and in 
good conditions except for some areas in the Northwest corn belt.  China top economic 
planning agency stepped up efforts to rein in “abnormal” fluctuations in commodities such 
as iron ore, copper and corn, part of a broader five-year plan to overhaul various pricing 
mechanisms. The National Development and Reform Commission will make timely 
suggestions on more comprehensive price controls and strengthen management of market 
pricing expectations. Farmer selling has all but dried up for now as basis in the west was 
weaker with basis in the east mostly unchanged. If China was cancelling old crop corn one 
would think we would see something in the CIF market but it was mostly unchanged today. 
India's farm ministry slightly raised their Corn production outlook to 30.24MMT, up from the 
30.16MMT previously forecast. Out of Brazil only 22% of second crop corn in Parana is in 
good condition versus 23% a week ago and 40% a month ago. Only 14% of the crop has 
yet to pollinate, and what is worse is that 50% of the safrinha corn will see virtually no rainfall 
for the rest of month. 
Beans 
Soy complex caught in between on-going bullish veg oils story, and the melt down on row crop planting progress. BON1 finished 
154 ticks higher @ $0.6669, as Malaysian palm oil gained 154 Ringgits, settling @ 4042 R’s/MT. Sunoil remains very expensive, 
as Ukraine is offering product ~$220 above Argentine soyoil. Argentina exports remain mired as low water levels on Parana river 
are causing logistic delays in shipments; some 9 Ft below normal levels, and high prospect of levels falling further until September. 
Also, Argentina government in effort to control inflation has agricultural community worried as 30-day ban on beef exports may 
leads to other export bans. SN1 fell 11 cents, settling @ $15.11 ¾, and SX1 dropped 15 cents, finishing @ $13.47 ¼. Yesterdays’ 
bean planting progress was 75% complete, gaining 14% for the week; planting hurdle in the US seems to have passed without any 
problems. Brazil May bean shipments have 1 week remaining; one export group has May shipments est. @ 16.9 MMT, while 
another group projects 16.2 MMT. if 16.0 MMT is May # for SECEX, cumulative shipments s/b 49.77 vs 44.65 MMT for Feb-May 
vs a year ago. These numbers suggest world demand remains solid, as US exports s/b down ~17 MBU, or ~0.46 MMT lower over 
same Feb-May timeframe. SMN1 shellacked for $13.90, closing @ $386.30; this represents 5 month low for prices, not seen since 
12/15/2020. Soymeal demand remains soft with US ethanol grind gaining steam, and both SA countries offering products. Difficult 
for processor to support soymeal as crush margins for JUL @ $0.7170, AUG $0.7752, and SEP finishing $1.3231. Why slow down, 
if you can lock in these returns?                    
Wheat  
Wheat didn’t see the shellacking that corn saw today as conditions dropped last night and we closed down .0575 at 6.565 for July futures. 
The decline in winter wheat conditions to 47% G/EX vs 48% last week with big drops in OK 51% G/EX (59% last wk) and WA 43% (56%) 
was supportive today. The first spring wheat conditions of the season were well below trade estimates at 45% G/EX vs the trade estimate 
of 57% G/EX. The big one was North Dakota coming in at just 31% G/EX vs the 10 year average of 81% G/EX on this date. Australia is 
poised for a second consecutive bumper wheat harvest as farmers plant grain in near perfect growing conditions, easing some of the 
global supply concerns, which lifted world prices to multi-year highs last month. Next year's wheat crop, which is in the final stages of 
planting, has been increased by almost 1MMT to 29.5MMT, which is well above average, but still below last season's stunning crop of 
34.8MMT. China's National Development and Reform Commission statement Tuesday said its 2021-2025 five year plan will strive to 
build sold grain supplies and stabilize rices, and that they will keep their Wheat and Rice minimum support price schemes. India's farm 
ministry lowered its wheat production forecast by 490,000MT down to 108.75MMT, even with the drop it would still be a record output. 
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CASH BASIS BIDS Nearby  June 
Corn Cif Nola  93+N 86+N 
Truck Hennepin 39+N 36+N 
Truck St Louis 60+N 55+N 
Iowa Interior UP NB NB 
Columbus CSX 50+N 53+N 
Fort Wayne NS 37+N 37+N 
Dlvd Hereford NB 130+N 
Dlvd PNW NB NB 
KC RAIL 54+N 54+N 
Nebraska Grp 3 NB NB 
Dlvd Decatur 35+N 40+N 
Wheat Cif Nola 80+N 59+N 
Beans Cif Nola 67+N 70+N 
Truck Hennepin 7+N 14+N 
Truck St Louis 30+N 35+N 
Dlvd Decatur 190+X 195+X 
Dlvd Des Moines 25+N 25+N 
IL R Barge Frt. 360 335 
BNSF Shuttle Frt. -$250 -$300 


